
*I am Doing that Now* 
 
3:53pm Tommy: I’m reaching my hand beneath you, fondling your breast and squeezing your nipples 
 

3:54pm Tommy: I am starting to move my hips around in slow circles 
 

3:54pm Tommy: My hand is sliding down your stomach... 
 

3:54pm Tommy: I am passing your belly button … 
 

3:55pm Tommy: My fingers have reached your clit and I am rubbing it slowly 
 

3:55pm Tommy: Slow circles around and around.... 
 

3:56pm Maxi: I’m doing that now 
 

3:56pm Tommy: My erection is moving back and forth between your legs, but not inside of you… yet 
 

3:56pm Tommy: You are nice and wet, yes? 
 

3:57pm Maxi: Yes, and ready for you! 
 

3:57pm Tommy: You are arching your ass up in the air and waiting for me to enter... 
 

3:58pm Tommy: This time I am not going to tease you 
 

3:58pm Tommy: I grab my cock and move it from your clit, into your pussy and thrust as deep as you will 
allow 
 

3:59pm Tommy: You moan and fall back down on your stomach, reaching your hands behind you onto my 
ass cheeks and encourage me to push again 
 

4:00pm Tommy: I am sliding my cock backwards until my head is at the end of your lips... 
 

4:00pm Tommy: In, again, I go, but not as hard this time 
 

4:01pm Maxi: It feels so good, go on... 
 

4:01pm Tommy: Now I am circling my cock around withdrawing only halfway 
 

4:02pm Maxi: Are you also touching yourself? Are you as excited as I am? 
�� It never did register with her that I was minus six hours in the day. So, while she was lying in bed naked 
at 10pm (on one of those early nights ������) getting ready to sleep, that it was 4pm in the afternoon here. I 
was either at work, driving, at the gym, boating or supposed to be somewhere living my life, but most days 
I would just accommodate her. 
 

4:02pm Tommy: I’ve got a raging erection right now, but am concentrating on you 
 

4:03pm Tommy: Our hips are moving in synchronized motion 
 

4:03pm Tommy: Your hand should still be busy on your clit, as I go harder and deeper now 
 

4:03pm Tommy: Can you feel me bottoming out in your pussy? 
 

4:04pm Maxi: Shit, bottoming?? 
 

4:04pm Tommy: When we meet, trust me, you are in for a treat!  
 

4:05pm Tommy: In and out, in and out 
 

4:05pm Tommy: I am looking down watching my cock disappear deep inside you 
 

4:06pm Tommy: Your face is pushed up hard against the mattress and you are breathing as heavily as I am 
 

4:07pm Tommy: I have my arms in a push-up position by your sides. As I lean into you, I balance on one 
arm, then with my free hand, I grab your hair and pull your head back to kiss me 
 

4:08pm Maxi: It’s so real 
 

4:09pm Tommy: I’m going to get in trouble, but there are areas I want to touch that I have been forbidden 
from... ���! 



4:10pm Maxi: It’s not forbidden 
 

4:10pm Tommy: I grab both of your hips and bring you up on your knees 
 

4:11pm Tommy: Your face is still buried in the mattress and I split your cheeks apart exposing your Goodies 
 

4:12pm Tommy: In, again, I go .... You are swaying your hips from side to side as I plunge deep inside of 
you 
 

4:12pm Tommy: The pumps are back to halfway, again 
 

4:13pm Tommy: I have a new target 
 

4:14pm Tommy: My thumb slides closely to your balloon knot {Arschlochrand} circling around and 
around... 
 

4:14pm Tommy: Wondering does she want me to touch it? 
 

4:15pm Tommy: I keep my cock gyrating in & out of your pussy and satisfying your craving 
 

4:16pm Tommy: My thumb has gotten even closer and now is on the surface dancing in circles 
 

4:16pm Tommy: Your hips are pulsing backwards into me 
 

4:17pm Tommy: Are you enjoying my touching? 
 

4:17pm Tommy: My fucking…? 
 

4:18pm Tommy: Since she has gone silent, then I take that as a very strong “YES” 
 

4:19pm Tommy: In & out, In & out, In & out, In & out…. 
 

4:19pm Tommy: Can you feel me bringing my cock back to the very edge? 
 

4:20pm Tommy: I start to pick up speed, but only bury my head inside of you .... 
 

4:21pm Tommy: You are losing your mind and your rear Goodie is relaxing to my thumb’s movements.... 
I drop just the tip of my thumb inside. I push against the wall to your pussy with my thumb, as my cock 
slides deeper than it has ever been... 
 

4:22pm Tommy: Slowly withdrawing my cock backwards, increasing the frequency and depth of my 
thumb, which is now massaging your insides 
 

4:23pm Maxi: No withdrawing!! 
 

4:23pm Tommy: Your hips peel wide open as I now get full penetration 
 

4:24pm Tommy: My animal instincts kick in and I start pounding as hard as I can... 
 

4:25pm Tommy: My balls are slapping up against your clit, as your fingers are rubbing it while you 
simultaneously massage my balls as they swing through your legs 
 

4:26pm Tommy: The slapping sound of our hips banging against each other 
 

4:27pm Tommy: The aroma is filling the room... 
 

4:27pm Tommy: My senses have gone wild 
 

4:28pm Tommy: Are you with me? 
 

4:28pm Tommy: Can you feel me in you? 
 


